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We have investigated by numerical simulation the density segregation of fine equal-sized bronze and glass
particles subject to vertical vibrations. The model was found to be capable of predicting the two main segre-
gation forms �“bronze on top” and “sandwich”� in roughly the same regions of the phase diagram as was found
experimentally by Burtally et al. We investigated the effects of pressure air forcing, friction and restitution of
kinetic energy in collisions, and box size on the segregation behavior. We find that next to the interstitial air
friction also has a large influence on the formation of the sandwich structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Granular matter is one of the most manipulated and com-
plex types of material in the world. It can behave like a solid,
a liquid, or a gas, depending on the processing conditions.
One way to agitate granular material is by vibrations and,
doing so, a wide range of interesting phenomena may occur,
such as granular flows or segregation. The challenges result-
ing from this have made it an important research topic not
only in academia, but in industries as well �1�. Vibrations
may be applied in equipment such as gas-vibrofluidized
beds, in order to enhance the fluidization behavior of cohe-
sive particles �2,3�. Also, they may be applied in feeding
systems for granular materials �i.e., hoppers�, vibrated sieves,
or conveyor belts. However, when particles with different
properties are processed, undesirable segregation effects may
occur, for example during blending operations �e.g., the phar-
maceutical and ceramics industries� or by unintentional vi-
brations during transportation.

Most studies of granular matter were concerned with rela-
tively large particles ��1 mm�, where the effects of intersti-
tial air can be safely ignored. However, for smaller particles,
the effects of ambient air cannot be neglected: it has been
demonstrated in several experiments that air can have a pro-
nounced influence on the system’s behavior. One of the most
famous examples is Faraday heaping, which has become the
common name for the general observation that fine particles
on a vibrating or resonating plate tend to gather in piles,
lines, or heaps �4–6�. It is clear that the presence of air is
responsible for these phenomena, since under vacuum con-
ditions no heaping of any kind is observed, as already found
by Faraday. Another demonstration of the influence of air
was given by Möbius et al. �7–9�, who found that the air
pressure has a profound effect on the rising time of a large
intruder, submerged in a bed of smaller particles, to the ex-
tent that the intruders might even sink: the reverse Brazil nut
effect. However, one of the most remarkable demonstrations
of the effect of air in granular systems was reported by Bur-
tally et al. �10,11�, who found experimentally that a mixture
of fine bronze and glass particles of equal size �55 �m ra-
dius� segregates under vertical vibrations; the light particles
are found to sink to the bottom, but only when air is forced
through the granular bed. The effect appears to be very ro-
bust, and was also found in numerical simulations with very

few particles �3000� and a simplified description of the gas
phase �12�. In a recent paper �13�, we showed that two dif-
ferent mechanisms are responsible for the segregation phe-
nomena. In this paper we will give a full report of our re-
sults, in which we also investigate the sensitivity of the
segregation process to the different physical parameters of
the model.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we will discuss
the numerical model and the simulation conditions that we
used for the bronze-glass system. Then we will summarize
the simulation results for a particular reference system, that
is, for a fixed set of parameters connected with the particle
properties �coefficient of restitution and friction�, gas-phase
properties �pressure�, and system dimensions �box size and
number of particles�. For this system we systematically scan
the experimental phase diagram of Burtally et al. �11� and
briefly discuss the two mechanisms behind the major forms
of segregation. Next, we vary the parameters that were hith-
erto kept fixed, in order to see what their effect is on the
segregation. In particular, we determine the effect of pressure
and air forcing, the effect of friction and restitution of kinetic
energy in collisions, and the effect of the box size on the
segregation behavior. Finally, we will briefly summarize and
draw conclusions.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this section, the key features of the granular dynamics–
computational fluid dynamics model are described. We will
first discuss the dynamics of the particles phase. Second, we
treat the gas phase description, including the interaction with
the bottom plate. For more details, the reader is referred to
�14�.

A. Solid phase

For the dynamics of the solid phase, we use a traditional
molecular dynamics type scheme. The trajectory of each in-
dividual particle i �mass mi, diameter di� is given by New-
ton’s law:

mi
d2ri

dt2 = Fc,i + Fg,i + Fd,i + F�p,i. �1�

which is solved numerically by a first-order scheme. In Eq.
�1�, Fc,i is the total contact force, which is the sum of the
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individual contact forces Fij exerted by all particles j in con-
tact with particle i. Fg,i is the gravitation force mig, while Fd,i
and F�p,i are the gas drag force and the force due to pressure
gradients in the gas phase, respectively, on which we will
elaborate when describing the gas phase.

For the calculation of Fc,i, a three-dimensional �3D� linear
spring and dashpot type soft sphere collision model along the
lines of Cundall and Strack �15� is used. In this model, the
force Fij between two particles i and j is given by

Fij,n = − kn�nnij − �nvij,n, �2�

Fij,t = − kt�t − �tvij,t if �Fij,t� � � f�Fij,n� . �3�

In Eq. �2�, kn is the normal spring stiffness �N/m�, �n the
overlap between the particles �m�, nij the normal unit vector,
�n the damping coefficient �N s/m�, vij,n the velocity differ-
ence �m/s�, and � f the dimensionless Coulomb friction coef-
ficient. The quantities with subscript t denote the tangential
variables. As can be seen in Eq. �3�, the tangential velocity of
the particles reverses due to the spring if the tangential force
is small. If the tangential force is larger, then frictional slid-
ing occurs. The coefficients of normal and tangential restitu-
tion �e and �0�, which determine the amount of kinetic and
rotational energy that is dissipated in a collision, enter the
model via the normal and tangential damping coefficients ��n
and �t�. Note that, in principle, the normal spring stiffness
�kn� in the soft sphere collision model is related to a physical
property of the particle material, namely, the Young modulus.
For computational reasons however, the spring stiffness is set
to a much lower value, so that the time step used for the
integration of the equations of motion of the particles can be
kept relatively large; the drawback is that the overlap be-
tween the spheres is larger than the deformation that occurs
during a collision in the real situation. We tested the effect
for a bronze-on-top as well as a sandwich system using a
normal spring stiffness of 20, 200, and 2000 N/m, which is
still far below the stiffness that would follow from the Young
modulus of glass. Although the formation time of the sand-
wich can differ when another stiffness is used, it did not
affect the final results of the calculations. Therefore, in this
work, a spring stiffness in the normal direction of 20 N/m
was used. The corresponding value of the tangential spring
was 6.425 N/m for the reference collision parameters. The
time step for integrating the equations of motion of the par-
ticles was 2.08�10−6 s.

B. Gas phase

The dynamics of the gas phase are governed by the full
Navier-Stokes equations, with a two-way coupling between
the gas and the solid phase:

���	g�
�t

+ � · �	gu = 0, �4�

���	gu�
�t

+ � · �	guu = − � � p − S − � · �
 + �	gg , �5�

where � is the dimensionless volume fraction and 	g is the
density �kg /m3� of the gas phase, which is directly linked to

the pressure p via the equation of state of an ideal gas. For
the viscous stress tensor 
 �N /m2�, we use the general form
for a Newtonian fluid �16�. The term S in Eq. �5� represents
the effective momentum exchange with the solid phase,
which can formally be written as

S =
1

Vcell
� �

i=1

Npart

Fd,i��r − ri�dV , �6�

where the integral is over the volume of a computational cell,
the summation is over all particles in the cell, and the drag
force Fd,i is identical to what is used in the equation of mo-
tion for the solid phase. In our case, we have used the com-
mon Ergun and Wen and Yu drag force correlations �17�. In
these correlations, the drag force is equal to

Fd,i = 3��gdi�u − vi�F�Re,�� , �7�

with

F�Re,�� = ��−2.65�1 + 0.15 Re0.687� for � � 0.8,

150

18

1 − �

�
+

1.75

18

Re

�
for � � 0.8, 	 �8�

where �g is the dynamic gas viscosity �Pa s� and u is the
local flow velocity of the gas phase, while Re=di	g��u
−vi� /�g is the particle Reynolds number. In the numerical
implementation, the force-per-volume term S is distributed
to the eight nearest grid points �nearest four when consider-
ing a 2D system� using a volume-weighing technique. For
more details on the model, the reader is referred to Van der
Hoef et al. �14�.

The treatment of the bottom plate requires particular at-
tention. There are different modeling options for incorporat-
ing these effects, but they can be traced back to two general
forms, which differ with respect to the way in which the
computational cells—which are used to evaluate the Navier-
Stokes equations—are implemented. In the first approach the
Navier-Stokes equations must be transformed so that the grid
of computational cells remains fixed to the moving box and
they are accelerating and decelerating with respect to the
laboratory frame. In the second approach, the computational
grid remains fixed to the laboratory framework and the vi-
brated box moves through the computational domain. Along
the lines of this second approach, Tatemoto et al. �18� use a
technique where all computational cells are fixed to the labo-
ratory frame. The vibration is included by changing the size
of the lowest row of computational cells according to the
position of the bottom plate.

In this work, we follow the second approach, that is, we
keep the computational grid fixed to the laboratory frame. In
contrast to Tatemoto et al., we do not change the size of the
computational cells. This means that the lowest computa-
tional cells will in general be cut by the bottom plate, so that
they are only partially located in the vibrated box. When the
amplitude of the vibration is larger than the size of the cells,
computational cells will even find themselves completely
outside the vibrated box when the bottom plate is at its high-
est position, and hence should be taken out of the update
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procedure. We have adjusted the model to incorporate these
cell changes. The time step used for updating the gas phase
information was 2.5�10−5 s.

We used free-slip boundary conditions between the gas
phase and the box walls. The box itself is a closed system,
containing air at atmospheric pressure without gas leaving or
entering the system. When so desired, the bottom and top
walls could be made permeable for the gas phase, by apply-
ing prescribed-pressure boundary conditions, so that the ef-
fect of air forcing may be investigated. Using this method,
the buildup of pressure at the top of bottom of the box cannot
occur.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE REFERENCE
SYSTEM

The simulation conditions for the reference system are as
follows. The coefficient of restitution, which determines the
amount of kinetic energy that is dissipated in a collision, is
set to the values of 0.97 for the normal direction and 0.33 for
the tangential direction, which, for glass particles with a ra-
dius of 750 �m, were found to be the most realistic values
in a previous simulation study �19�. It is not obvious a priori,
however, that the same parameters apply to 55 �m radius
particles, or for bronze-bronze and glass-bronze interactions.
Unfortunately, for such small particles these parameters are
very difficult to measure. For this reason, we have tested the
effect of varying the collision parameters, the results of
which we will discuss later on. For particle-wall interactions
we use the same parameters as for particle-particle interac-
tions. The friction coefficient is set to 0.1. The shear viscos-
ity �, average pressure P, and density 	g of the gas phase are
set to match the properties of air at ambient conditions: �
=1.8�10−5 kg /ms, P=1 bar, and 	g=1.2 kg /m3. The bulk
viscosity is set to zero.

We will first study the effect of varying the frequency and
amplitude for one particular system—to which we refer as
the reference system—where all parameters associated with
the solid phase, the gas phase, and the system dimensions are
held fixed. These parameters have been chosen such that they
are as close as possible to the experimental conditions. With
respect to the system size, we could not match the experi-
mental conditions of Burtally et al.: the ground area of the
experimental box was 40�10 mm2 and the granular bed
height approximately 20 mm. In order to make the simula-
tion feasible with respect to computation time and computer
memory, we had to reduce our simulation system to 8.25
�0.65 mm2 with a granular bed height of approximately 6.5
mm. However, we found that the main segregation phenom-
ena were not affected by modifying the system size. More
details on the finite-size effects are given later on, in which
we will also investigate the effect of the gas and particle
properties on the segregation phenomena.

In our reference system we have an initial situation of
7500 bronze particles �	s=8900 kg /m3�, randomly mixed
with 22 500 glass particles �	s=2525 kg /m3�. Both particle
species have a radius of 55 �m, where a Gaussian size dis-
tribution �=7.5 �m� was applied, as for excessive ordering
of the bed under less vigorous shaking conditions; in the

experiments, the particles had a similar spreading in size
�10,11�. Note that the box is of limited depth, so that the gas
flow field is effectively two dimensional. We stress, however,
that the particles can move in three dimensions. As men-
tioned by Burtally et al. �11�, the separation is essentially a
two-dimensional phenomenon, so that the limited depth of
the system should not have a significant effect on the obser-
vations. We tested this by performing three-dimensional
simulations for both bronze-on-top as well as sandwich con-
ditions, using a system with equal width and depth �ground
area 4.4�4.4 mm2� and found similar results as for the two-
dimensional case.

We have studied different sets of vibration parameters
corresponding to the various regions in the experimental
phase diagram by Burtally et al. The results from our simu-
lations are marked in the experimental phase diagram in Fig.
1.

We found that the model is able to successfully predict the
main observations by Burtally et al., namely, the bronze-on-
top configuration for low frequencies, and the sandwich for-
mation for high frequencies. The transient behavior of the
metastable regions E, F, and G could not be reproduced,
however. As in the experiments, we found that no significant
segregation occurred under vacuum conditions �see also Fig.
4�, which we modeled by deactivating the coupling between
the gas and particle phase. Also, for ambient pressure with
porous top and bottom wall, we did not observe any segre-
gation, which was also reported by Burtally et al. �11�. We
will discuss this later on in more detail. It is interesting to
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FIG. 1. Acceleration vs frequency, indicating the different types
of segregation for the glass-bronze system, as taken from Burtally
et al. �11�. The following segregation phenomena were observed in
their experiments. Regions A and C, bronze on top; region D, sand-
wich formation; regions E, F, and G, fluctuations between sandwich
and bronze-on-top configurations. The symbols mark the simulation
results of this work for the reference system: triangles for bronze-
on-top configurations, squares for sandwich configurations, aster-
isks for no segregation. In the simulations we did not find fluctua-
tions between bronze-on-top and sandwich configurations.
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note that in a similar simulation study with 3000 particles by
Milburn et al. �20�, fluid-driven convection rolls were ob-
served within the separate layers, which strengthened the
separation mechanism. In our simulations we did not observe
any significant fluid-driven convection, which was most

likely caused by the absence of Faraday tilting at our condi-
tions.

An explanation for the �counterintuitive� observation that
the light glass particles sink to the bottom has been given in
�13�. Briefly, the vertical vibrations set up a gas flow which

FIG. 2. �Color online� Simulation for bronze-on-top conditions, at four successive phases during one vibration cycle. The vectors indicate
the air drag on the particles averaged per computational fluid dynamics cell �only one out of every two vectors is shown�. The dark particles
are bronze.
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is periodic with the vibration frequency; see Fig. 2. This, in
combination with the cyclic compaction and decompaction
of the granular bed, makes the bronze move to the top for the
areas on the left-hand side in the phase diagram. The obser-
vation that compaction can lock particles against further
movement has been reported previously for the Faraday heap
�6� and for the Brazil nut effect �9,21�. Deactivation of grav-
ity confirms these findings. When this is done for a segre-
gated bronze-on-top system, the particles rapidly spread
throughout the box. The bronze and glass mix, that is, we
find small bronze and glass clusters randomly throughout the

box. Compact regions do not occur and the locking effect is
not present.

IV. SANDWICH SYSTEM

We next focus on a sandwich system, which is obtained
by setting the vibration parameters to fz=130 Hz and Az
=0.147 mm ��=10�.

In Fig. 3 we show some snapshots of the simulation. Note
that the time scale on which the layer is formed is much
longer than for the bronze-on-top system, which already sug-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Series of snapshots for the sandwich system �Az=0.147 mm, fz=130 Hz, �=10�. The dark particles are bronze.
After the formation of the glass-bronze-glass sandwich, the configuration was stable for the time that we simulated �60 s�.
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gests that another mechanism will be responsible for the ob-
served behavior. A similar analysis as for the bronze-on-top
system was performed for the first 2 s of this simulation. The
rate at which �some of� the bronze initially clusters at the top
is a factor of 25 lower. This can be attributed to the smaller
amplitude of vibration, so that the void between granular bed
and bottom plate is much smaller for the sandwich than for
the bronze-on-top system �1.5 vs 6.5 particle diameters�. The
time of flight of the granular layer will be smaller for the
sandwich system, resulting in an increased packing fraction,
varying between 0.56 and 0.59 �compared to 0.45–0.55 for
the bronze-on-top system�. This will make it more difficult
for the particles to move relative to each other. However,
after some of the bronze has clustered on top, a completely
different phenomenon is observed. When a bronze cluster at
the top becomes sufficiently large, it becomes too heavy for
the bed to support it, and it suddenly falls through the bed,
setting up a large-scale convection roll. Within this motion,
the glass-rich layer just below the bronze cluster is pushed to
the bottom where it compactifies, so that the bronze cluster
cannot reach the bottom, but ends up in the middle of the
bed. This happens first at both sidewalls �see Fig. 3 at t
=5.0 s�, but eventually all top bronze clusters sink through
the bed, so that a bronze-rich middle layer is formed, leaving
an almost pure glass layer at the top. At the same time, the
weak bronze-to-top mechanism that is still in play causes the
middle bronze-rich layer and the bottom glass-rich layer to
exchange their impurities. The final result is an almost per-
fect separation of glass and bronze into a sandwich structure.
Note that, for water-immersed systems, Leaper et al. �22�
found that vertical vibration would always lead to bronze on
top, even when initially sandwich structures are formed, sug-
gesting that the sandwich structure might be a metastable
state. In our simulation in air, we found that the sandwich
layer was stable for the time that we simulated �60 s�. Al-
though sometimes convection rolls could be observed within
the three separate layers, the apparent shear between the lay-
ers did not induce global mixing. Leaper et al. explained this
with the observation that the granular convection occurs only
while the gap is open, at least for water-immersed glass-
bronze systems.

The observations for both the bronze-on-top as well as the
sandwich system suggest that different segregation mecha-
nisms dominate for different vibration parameters. Convec-
tive motion—during which bronze moves downward—can
be observed at low-amplitude and high-frequency vibrations,
while relative movement due to the forcing of air is domi-
nant at the higher-amplitude vibrations. To further look into
this, we studied the vibration series at acceleration �=9. We
varied the vibration frequency from 25 to 200 Hz, with steps
of 25 Hz, keeping the acceleration at a constant value of 9, so
that the amplitude becomes smaller. We found that, when we
move from the bronze-on-top to the sandwich region of the
experimental phase diagram �i.e., we increase the vibration
frequency�, the convective mechanism becomes more impor-
tant. At 25 and 50 Hz, we find the regular relative movement
type of segregation. The simulations at 75 and 100 Hz start
to show characteristics of the sandwich system: large glass
clusters moving downward near the walls. Only for 125 and
150 Hz does a sufficiently large amount of bronze follow in

the wake of the glass to form the sandwich. Note that, when
the vibration frequency is increased, the formation of the
sandwich requires an increasingly longer time, and for fre-
quencies beyond 175 Hz ��=9�, we did not observe signifi-
cant segregation for the time that we simulated.

We further investigated the sinking behavior of the bronze
clusters under sandwich conditions. The question that arises
is which effect is responsible for this sinking behavior: �i� the
difference in heavy mass, i.e., the different gravity force on
the bronze and glass particles, or �ii� the difference in inertial
mass in collisions, which will cause a bronze cluster to pen-
etrate the glass layer when pounding on it in the second part
of the vibration cycle. To answer this question we have per-
formed purely artificial simulations, where we modified the
differential masses. The different values for the masses are
summarized in Table I. We first investigated case �a�, where
the particles have the same gravity. Here, we choose the
standard particle densities of 8900 and 2525 kg /m3 for the
particle species, but rescaled the acceleration due to gravity
with 4100/2525 for glass and 4100/8900 for bronze, so that
the gravity force is the same for both species. Doing this, we
still observed the sinking of the bronze clusters, although
less pronounced than under “real” conditions, so that the
final result is a mixed sandwich and bronze-on-top state. We
chose a value of 4100 kg /m3, in order to keep the total mass
of the granular bed to the same value as under reference
conditions. However, we also investigated scaling with 2500
instead of 4100 kg /m3 and found similar results. We next
investigated case �b�: the effect of the particles having the
same inertial mass in collisions. To this end, we used a den-
sity of 4100 kg /m3 for both particle species. We then res-
caled the gas and gravity accelerations of glass and bronze
by 4100/2525 and 4100/8900, respectively. Thus, the differ-
ential effects of drag and gravity were restored, and the ef-
fects of differential mass in collisions removed. We found
that the characteristic sinking of bronze clusters as precursor
to sandwich formation did not occur. We finally investigated
case �c�, namely, the effect of having only a difference in gas
forces. Here, again, we used a density of 4100 kg /m3 for
both particle species and rescaled only the gas accelerations
of glass and bronze by 4100/2525 and 4100/8900, respec-
tively. We now found that bronze goes to the top even for
vibration conditions where normally sandwich structures are
observed.

TABLE I. Values of the different densities �kg /m3� in the arti-
ficial sandwich simulations. The subscripts b and g denote bronze
and glass, respectively. Mb is the heavy mass, Ib,coll the inertia in
collisions, and Ib,gas the inertia due to the gas. Vp is the volume of a
particle.

Reference �a� �b� �c�

Mb /Vp 8900 4100 8900 4100

Mg /Vp 2525 4100 2525 4100

Ib,coll /Vp 8900 8900 4100 4100

Ig,coll /Vp 2525 2525 4100 4100

Ib,gas /Vp 8900 8900 8900 8900

Ig,gas /Vp 2525 2525 2525 2525
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From the observations in our artificial simulations, it be-
comes clear that under real conditions the different inertia in
collisions causes the bronze clusters on top to sink through
the bed, leading to the sandwich formation.

V. VARYING THE GAS, PARTICLE, AND BOX
PARAMETERS

A. Effects of pressure

From the experiments of Burtally et al. �10,11� and the
simulations of Biswas et al. �12� and Zeilstra et al. �13�, it is
clear that the forcing of air through the system is responsible
for the segregation phenomenon. Indeed, we found that,
when we simulated the system at vacuum conditions, no seg-
regation was found, irrespective of the shaking parameters. A
series of snapshots for one particular system �fz=55 Hz, �
=11� is shown in Fig. 4. The bed surface was unstable and
surface waves traveled from sidewall to sidewall. The bronze
particles showed only a tendency to form small clusters
�typical size fewer then ten particles�, but remained mixed
with the glass particles.

Further evidence of the importance of air forcing was ob-
tained by applying prescribed-pressure boundary conditions
to the bottom and top walls of the box. Effectively, such a
boundary condition prohibits pressure buildup, as is experi-
mentally the case when a porous plate with negligible pres-
sure drop is used. We found for both bronze-on-top and sand-
wich cases that, if either the bottom or the top wall was made
porous, segregation would still occur. However, if both walls
were made porous, no segregation occurred. We also carried
out simulations with larger particles �0.5, 1.5, and 2 mm
diameter� under shaking conditions where for 110 �m diam-

eter particles a bronze-on-top configuration was found. Con-
vection rolls developed in the granular bed and some slight
coarsening could be observed. However, no major segrega-
tion occurred for these larger particles, confirming the impor-
tance of the gas for smaller-sized particles.

Since the presence of air has such a pronounced influence
even at atmospheric pressure, it is interesting to see what
happens when we increase the pressure further to 100 bar,
again for both regimes C and D. Note that, even for 100 bar,
the density of the gas phase is still small compared to the
density of the particles �5%�, so that we can still neglect the
“added mass” force associated with the displacement of the
continuous phase.

For regime C, we find that at 100 bar bronze clusters are
formed almost immediately �within 0.1 s� throughout the
granular bed; see Fig. 5. The clusters coalesce and move to
the top. The most important difference from the simulations
at atmospheric pressure is that the tilting of the bed surface
during the segregation is suppressed. When the bronze par-
ticles have reached the bed surface, some small bronze clus-
ters remain in the glass phase, and also in the bronze phase a
few glass particles remain. We recall that, at atmospheric
conditions, glass can be found in the bronze phase and occa-
sionally glass is even spilled over the bronze due to surface
tilting; the 100 bar simulations, however, exhibit almost no
tilting. Glass particles remaining in the bronze-rich layer
eventually move downward to join the bulk glass layer un-
derneath. The result is a much purer bronze phase as com-
pared to the atmospheric case.

When the pressure for regime D �sandwich structure� is
increased to 100 bar we observe slower clustering compared
to the atmospheric case. While we find a sandwich in ap-
proximately 10 s for atmospheric pressure, for the 100 bar

FIG. 4. �Color online� Series of snapshots for
the bronze-on-top vibration parameters �Az

=0.9 mm, fz=55 Hz, �=11� for vacuum condi-
tions. The granular bed moves wildly and no sig-
nificant clustering is observed.
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simulation we observe a sandwich only after 30 s. We find
that the bronze clusters fall through the granular bed at a
much slower rate compared to the atmospheric case. Appar-
ently, the increased density �and thus drag force� at higher
gas pressures hinders the sinking of bronze clusters; it may
be that the bronze-on-top effect becomes more important.
Leaper et al. �22�, who did experiments for water-immersed
systems, suggest that the sandwich itself may be a metastable
state. Following this line, this may explain why the sandwich
is more slowly formed in our high-pressure simulations.

B. Effect of particle parameters

We next study the effect of the particle-particle and
particle-wall interaction parameters, in particular those that
determine the magnitude of the energy dissipation in colli-
sions, i.e., the normal restitution and friction coefficients. It
is well known that dissipation drives the formation of clus-
ters in monodisperse systems, first observed by Goldhirsch
and Zanetti for a granular gas �23�, and later also found in
other granular systems such as fluidized beds �24� or vibrated
beds with multiple compartments �25�.

We first study the effect of the particle-particle friction
coefficient �pp and the particle-wall friction coefficient �pw
on the bronze-on-top and sandwich systems, while keeping
the other interaction parameters and the gas phase properties
the same as for the reference system. We start our analysis
with the bronze-on-top case. For the reference system ��pp
=�pw=0.1�, the final bronze and glass layers are large and
well defined. Tilting of the bed surface is regularly observed,
which occasionally leads to glass from the lower layer spill-
ing over the bronze layer on top. When we redo this simula-

tion, but now with all friction deactivated, we find the seg-
regation to be much less pronounced. Although bronze still
moves to the top, the top layer is less compact and with a
much higher glass content in the top bronze layer. The simu-
lation with only wall friction activated shows similar behav-
ior. By contrast, when we activate only the particle-particle
friction �keeping the wall friction to zero�, we find that the
bronze layer contains only up to 10% of glass, and we ob-
serve nearly no surface tilting. It appears that the particle-
particle friction is required for a good separation, while wall
friction enhances tilting. In a similar manner, we tested the
effect of increasing one or both of the friction components to
the value of 0.4, while the other value remained at the stan-
dard value of 0.1. We found that the qualitative behavior in
all three cases was similar to that of the reference system,
that is, bronze clustering and moving to the top, after which
tilting and subsequent glass spilling are observed. The
amount of tilting could be reduced by deactivating the fric-
tion of the the two principal box faces.

We carried out similar tests for the sandwich system, the
results of which are summarized in Table II. In the case that
there is no particle-particle friction, we made the remarkable
observation that bronze gathers at the bottom of the box; see
Fig. 6. Starting from an initially mixed state, the bronze ap-
pears to percolate downward through the granular bed and a
nearly pure glass layer is growing near the bed surface. The
boundaries between bronze-rich and glass-rich sections are
diffuse. We made this observation for all three values of �pw.
When we have only particle-particle friction activated, we
still find the sandwich, although the formation time is longer.
Next, as in the bronze-on-top system, we increased one or
both of the friction components to the value of 0.4, while the

FIG. 5. �Color online� Series of snapshots
leading to the bronze-on-top structure �Az

=0.9 mm, fz=55 Hz, �=11� for 100 bar gas
phase pressure. The bronze particles immediately
form clusters, which move to the top of the
granular bed. In contrast to the results at atmo-
spheric pressure, the bronze layer contains only a
few glass particles and almost no surface tilting is
observed.
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other value remained equal to 0.1. When we increase the
wall friction to 0.4, we find that the bronze moves to the top
via large-scale convection currents, and not with the mecha-
nism discussed in Sec. III. When both friction components
are set to 0.4, we also find that the bronze moves to the top.
When �pp=0.4 and �pw=0.1, we find the sandwich structure.
While in the reference system also some convective motion
was observed, we suspect that the strong convective current
that brings the bronze to the top for �pw=0.4 is generated by
the wall. As observed before in the �pw=0.0 case, the wall
friction does not seem to be strictly required for the system
to move to a sandwich structure, which suggests that the gas
forces and particle-particle friction are sufficient to obtain a
sandwich structure. However, when the wall friction domi-
nates ��pw=0.4�, wall-generated convection will deposit the
bronze on the top.

We further investigated the effect of wall friction by de-
activating the friction between wall and particles only for the
principal cell faces, leaving the friction with the two smaller
sidewalls and the bottom plate intact. For the fz=55 Hz, �
=11 case, we observe the regular formation process, namely,
bronze moving to the top, where the main difference from
the reference system was that the amount of interface tilting

was strongly reduced. For fz=130 Hz, �=10, we observed
the same behavior as in the reference case �sandwich forma-
tion�, although the sinking appeared to proceed more readily.
For a deep �19.5 mm� granular bed �see the next section�, we
found that the final depth of the sandwich depended on the
presence of friction on the principal cell faces.

We further investigated the role of the wall friction coef-
ficient in 3D simulations, where the ground area was 4.4
�4.4 mm2 and granular bed height 6.5 mm �105 600 par-
ticles�. For the standard friction parameters, we found the
sandwich structure, while deactivation of all friction shows
bronze gathering at the bottom of the box, which we also
found for the pseudo-2D systems. Having only interparticle
friction, we again found the sandwich, but—as we also ob-
served in the pseudo-2D systems—the formation time is
longer.

We next consider the effect of the normal restitution co-
efficient. We first note that all the collision parameters used
in the reference system were obtained via an experimental
measurement technique as described by Kharaz et al. �26� for
glass particles with a radius of 750 �m. Since the normal
restitution coefficient depends—among other
parameters—on the size of the particle, it is best to assume
that the parameters used in this simulation are not extremely
accurate. Additionally, we do not know the interaction pa-
rameters for bronze-glass and bronze-bronze collisions.
However, we do expect that the normal restitution coefficient
for bronze-bronze collisions is smaller than the one for glass-
glass interactions since bronze is more easily deformed than
glass. Since the precise value of the restitution coefficient is
not known, we can only test the sensitivity of the results with
respect to these collision parameters. We did a simulation for
the bronze-on-top system in which we used extremely low
restitution coefficients, while keeping the other parameters to
the reference values. For the glass-glass interactions we used
a normal restitution coefficient of 0.6, for the bronze-glass
interactions a value of 0.4, and for the bronze-bronze inter-
actions a value of 0.2.

Under atmospheric conditions at fz=55 Hz and �=11,
we find that the bronze moves to the top as in the reference

TABLE II. Final position �bottom, middle, or top� of the bronze
layer for various combinations of the particle-particle �pp� and
particle-wall �pw� friction coefficients. The frequency is set to fz

=130 Hz; the dimensionless acceleration to �=10. In parentheses
we show the time it roughly takes to form the sandwich structure,
starting from a mixed state. The central box ��pp=�pw=0.1� repre-
sents the reference system shown in Fig. 3. The case �pp=�pw

=0.0 is shown in Fig. 6.

�pw

�pp 0.0 0.1 0.4

0.0 Bottom Bottom Bottom

0.1 Middle �40 s� Middle �10 s� Top

0.4 Middle �20 s� Middle �10 s� Top

FIG. 6. �Color online� Series of snapshots for
the sandwich system �Az=0.147 mm, fz

=130 Hz, �=10�, with all friction deactivated.
The sandwich is not formed and the bronze gath-
ers at the bottom of the box.
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system, where the purity of both phases is nearly perfect.
Although tilting is observed, it is less frequent and no spill-
ing of glass on top of the bronze layer is observed. Addition-
ally, when bronze particles are launched from the top sur-
face, bronze jets are formed, caused by the low normal
restitution coefficient �see Fig. 7�. When we do such a simu-
lation for fz=130 Hz and �=10, we see the regular forma-
tion of the sandwich.

For both cases, we also investigated the effect of having a
high value for the normal restitution coefficient, namely,
0.995. For these cases, we found similar results as for the
0.97 cases.

In conclusion, we find that the particle-particle and
particle-wall collision parameters have a limited influence on
the segregation phenomena, except for the friction coefficient
for the sandwich system. In that case, the bronze layer may
end up on top, in the middle, or even on the bottom, depend-
ing on the values of the parameters. The common values
�pp=�pw=0.1 derived for glass-glass interactions seem to
correspond best with the experimental observations.

C. Effect of the box dimensions

We have studied the effect of different box dimensions
and granular bed height on the two major segregation forms,
namely, the sandwich and the bronze-on-top formations. For
the bronze-on-top section, we choose fz=55 Hz, Az
=0.9 mm ��=11� and for the sandwich section fz=130 Hz,
Az=0.147 mm ��=10�. We used two different widths for the
box �8.25 and 16.5 mm� and, for each of these, three granular
bed heights were tested �3.2, 6.5, and 9.7 mm�. For the
smallest width, we also tested a granular bed height of 19.5

mm. We found that the observations were the same as for the
reference system for all combinations of box width and
granular bed height.

As mentioned earlier, we also performed simulations for a
3D geometry �ground area 4.4�4.4 mm2, granular bed
height 6.5 mm, 105 600 particles�, where the gas phase is
now evaluated in all three dimensions, and for these cases
also we find both the sandwich as well as the bronze-on-top
structure. In Fig. 8, the sandwich formation for the 3D case
is shown.

The effect of the aspect ratio �width vs height of the
granular bed� on the behavior of the sandwich formation is
of particular interest, since an increased bed height would
allow the formation of multiple sandwich layers �i.e., glass-
bronze-glass-bronze-glass, etc.�. To this end, we have in-
creased the granular bed height from 6.5 to 19.5 mm, while
keeping the width constant at the reference value of 8.25
mm. We investigated two cases: �i� with and �ii� without wall
friction on the principal cell faces. For both cases, we found
a sandwich structure, although the final position of the
bronze layer was different: the layer was located deeper be-
low the granular bed surface for situation �ii�. The fact that
multiple sandwich layers do not occur can be explained by
the basic mechanism discussed earlier. The sandwich layer
follows from a top layer of bronze pounding on the glass-
rich layer below, which can happen only at the top of the
bed, and not in the middle. So the formation of the sandwich
is purely a surface effect and should be viewed as a bronze-
on-top configuration, but with an additional glass layer on
top. We expect to find this state for any bed height.

In conclusion, we found that the occurrence of the bronze-
on-top and sandwich structures did not depend much on the

FIG. 7. �Color online� Series of snapshots
leading to the bronze-on-top structure �Az

=0.9 mm, fz=55 Hz, �=11� with low restitution
coefficients. Bronze jets emerge from the bronze
layer. These jets are formed by the increased en-
ergy dissipation in bronze-bronze collisions,
caused by the low value of the normal restitution
coefficient.
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box width or granular bed depth. It must be remarked, how-
ever, that the final position of the bronze layer in the sand-
wich structure depended on the friction coefficients, as illus-
trated earlier in Table II.

D. Particle density ratio, initial conditions, and gravity

We studied the effect of the density ratio 	bronze /	glass with
simulations for the standard bronze-on-top case �fz
=55 Hz� and sandwich �fz=130 Hz� vibration parameters.
Instead of using the density of glass �2525 kg /m3�, we used
1000 kg /m3, thereby increasing the density ratio from 3.6 to
8.9. For bronze-on-top vibration conditions, we observed the
regular tendency of the bronze moving to the top. However,
the bronze does not easily remain on top, but exhibits tilting
and forms a more sandwichlike structure. For fz=130 Hz,
we observe the regular formation of the sandwich structure,
but the time required to do so is much smaller �2 s compared
to 10 s for the reference system�. Apparently, for both the
bronze-on-top and the sandwich system, the inertia in colli-
sions of the bronze can explain these observations, since the
reduction of mass means that the glass layer underneath is
less able to withstand the pounding of the bronze clusters on
top.

We investigated the effect of the initial situation of the
granular bed �mixed or segregated� on the segregation. A
simulation at bronze-on-top conditions with an initial sand-
wich structure still resulted in a bronze-on-top structure.
However, a simulation at sandwich conditions with an initial
bronze layer at the top did not lead to the sandwich forma-
tion.

We then determined the dependence of the observed seg-
regation phenomena for bronze-on-top and sandwich condi-

tions on the presence of the gravity force. To this end, we
deactivate the gravity in a box with a height of 0.016 m. The
other simulation parameters are the same as in the reference
situation. Since gravity is deactivated, the preferential direc-
tion of segregation can now be both upward and downward.
Additionally, there is less mechanical energy input due to the
smaller number of collisions with upper and lower system
walls. For bronze-on-top conditions, we observe a number of
bronze clusters meandering through the box. These clusters
merge and break up continuously. The observed glass clus-
ters are much larger. Like the bronze clusters, they are un-
stable and meander through the bed. Two porous sections
with particles moving at high velocities �granular gas�, are
formed between the bottom and top.

E. Mixtures with three components

Up to now, in our reference system we have considered
mixtures containing only two components, namely, 7500
bronze and 22 500 glass particles. We now consider a three-
component mixture, where, in addition to the bronze �	s
=8900 kg /m3� and glass �	s=2525 kg /m3�, an additional
component X with a density of 6000 kg /m3 is included. The
composition of the mixture was chosen as 5000 bronze, 5000
X and 20 000 glass particles. We investigated three sets of
vibration parameters, namely, �i� fz=55 Hz, �=11 �bronze
on top�, �ii� fz=130 Hz, �=10 �sandwich�, and �iii� fz
=75 Hz, �=9 �bronze on top�, where the observation for
reference conditions is placed in parentheses.

For case �i�, we found that both bronze and X went to the
top and remained there in a mixed state. For case �ii�, we
found that initially bronze and X sank as in the regular sand-
wich formation process, but the final position was only just
below the bed surface and so one cannot speak of a true
sandwich configuration.

Interestingly, for case �iii� we found that bronze and X
went to the top as in case �i�, but after this, separation con-
tinued so that eventually a bronze-X-glass structure was ob-
tained �see Fig. 9�. In contrast with case �i�, bronze and X
could separate and we suspect that this was caused by the
less severe movement of the upper section of the granular
bed.

We further investigated the absence of the sandwich in
case �ii� by performing a simulation with a deeper granular
bed �9.5 mm, compared to the reference value of 6.5 mm�.
We changed the vibration parameters to �fz=125 Hz, �=9�
and also increased the relative amount of glass. The mixture
consisted of 7500 bronze, 7500 X, and 30 000 glass particles.
We found that sinking of bronze and X was initiated, but
again the particles remained too close to the granular bed for
the structure to be called a sandwich. We suspect that the
sandwich formation was hindered by the dilution of the
bronze with the lower-density component X.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have found that most of the phenomena that have
been observed experimentally for vertically shaken beds of
glass and bronze particles are captured by our hybrid granu-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Series of snapshots from a 3D simulation,
leading to a sandwich structure �Az=0.147 mm, fz=130 Hz, �
=10�.
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lar dynamics–computational fluid dynamics model. Only the
metastable regions, fluctuating between bronze-on-top and
sandwich formations, are not observed. We suspect that this
is caused by the limited size of the system �8.25�0.65
�6.5 mm3� that we studied, so that larger-scale instabilities
may be supressed. We found that two distinct mechanisms
are responsible for the different segregation forms. We fur-
ther investigated the effects of pressure and air forcing, the
effects of friction and restitution of kinetic energy in colli-
sions, and the effects of box size on the segregation behavior.
The formation of the bronze-on-top structure was found to be
very robust and relatively independent of the gas and particle
properties that we studied. The use of a mixture of particles
with three different densities could even lead to a three-layer
separation.

The formation of the sandwich structure, however, ap-
pears to be a rather subtle process, and the state is much less

robust. We observed that it is rather sensitive to the particle
properties; under the same shaking conditions, the bronze
layer was found to end up in the middle �i.e., sandwich�, on
top or on the bottom, depending on the values for the friction
coefficients. The state might not even be stable, as was al-
ready suggested from water-immersed experiments by
Leaper et al. Clearly the formation and stability conditions of
the sandwich structure require much further investigation.
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